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TELECOMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE IN RIGHTS-OF-WAY 

 

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW: 

During a presentation at the April 22, 2019 City Council meeting on the “Mendocino County Digital Infrastructure 
Plan 2019 – 2025”, there was Council discussion about the City developing a “Dig Once” policy. Such a policy 
is designed to take advantage of trenching or excavating in public streets or similar environments and add 
underground communications facilities at the same time to minimize the cost and disruption associated with 
placing facilities underground. More specifically, Council was interested in a policy that focused on placing optical 
fiber conduit underground to encourage the development of broadband service in the City. 

Staff has been following the progress of various “Dig Once” programs throughout the State. Two of the more 
successful programs can be found in Santa Monica and San Francisco. Other communities that are investigating 
policies or are implementing basic programs include: City of Santa Cruz/Santa Crus County, Brentwood, and 
Davis. In addition, the State of California is examining the matter. Caltrans has been directed to develop a 
statewide “Dig Once” policy. The City’s Inland General Plan has a policy goal regarding the installation of conduit 
in new roads and road reconstruction projects. There is not a comparable provision in the Coastal General Plan. 

A summary: 

City of Santa Cruz/Santa Cruz County, the city and county are working together to develop a “Dig Once” policy. 
The County prepared a draft Ordinance in 2013, but has not passed it yet. They modeled their policy after that 
of San Francisco. The City has a policy that has been incorporated into their budget goals. At this time, fiber 
infrastructure has been primarily installed in the City of Santa Cruz by the local communication provider (Cruzio). 
A formal master plan does not seem to have been developed. 

Brentwood, the City adopted an “Advanced Technology Master Plan” that was most recently revised in 2013. 
This master plan includes provisions for undergrounding fiber infrastructure. A “ring” type of backbone network 
was identified to help guide the future location of this infrastructure. Standard design/construction details were 
created to specify the construction of joint utility trenches. These details do not apply to water or sewer trenches. 
The master plan focuses on the expansion of infrastructure accompanying development. 

Davis, The City of Davis and neighboring communities are collaborating with Yolo County to develop broadband 
policies, including provision for “Dig Once”. They are in the information gathering stage and considering options 
similar to Mendocino County and its cities. 

State of California, the Governor recently directed Caltrans to develop a statewide “Dig Once” program with an 
appropriate policy. The status of this work is uncertain as all references to “Dig Once” have been removed from 
State websites. 
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Santa Monica, The City has a fully realized fiber optic network and associated “Dig Once” policy. They own their 
network and are guided by, “Santa Monica City Net – An Incremental Approach to Building a Fiber Optic 
Network”. They started their network by identifying major nodes or centers of activity that could be used to create 
a backbone network connecting these nodes. Nodes were chosen from locations of major public activity (e.g. 
City Hall) and major employment centers, (e.g. technology parks). Construction projects along these primary 
backbone alignments then installed fiber optic facilities. Detailed construction standards were developed to 
ensure that the infrastructure met the technology needs. 

San Francisco, The City and County of San Francisco also has an effective “Dig Once” policy. They base their 
policies on a guide called, “Technical Guide to Dig Once Policies” produced by CTC Technology & Energy and 
most recently updated in April 2017. It is a concise summary of practices employed elsewhere and a good 
summary of how to develop effective “Dig Once” policies. This appears to be the same guide used by the City of 
Santa Cruz and Santa Cruz County as noted earlier. 

The CTC Guide utilizes a system of priorities to aid in the development of a “Dig Once” policy. Prioritizing 
construction should ensure that dig once opportunities are identified and that resources not be wasted installing 
conduit that is unlikely to be used. Briefly, the following priorities lead to successful deployment of underground 
fiber facilities: 

Construction: 
1. Place conduit (facilities) over, long continuous corridors. 
2. Develop standard specification(s) that provide for:  

a. capacity (e.g. size and number of conduits) 
b. separation from other underground facilities 
c. access via vaults/boxes 
d. other parts (e.g. sweeps/ends and the space to accommodate them) 
e. incremental costs (e.g. increasing trench size to accommodate the new fiber conduits). 

3. Lack of existing local communications infrastructure, including utility poles. 
4. Synergies with other right-of-way projects that improve the affected right-of–way, (e.g. streets, 

utilities, etc.). 

Networking: 

1. Proximity to government or community anchor facilities (nodes) requiring service. 
2. Potential partnering opportunities with customers, developers, or service providers. 

Certain circumstances tend to not lend themselves to useful installations: 

1. Ability to use existing utility poles along the same alignment/path 
2. Excavation projects that extend only a few blocks 
3. Excavation projects isolated from other projects or existing fiber infrastructure 
4. Excavation projects in low or medium density residential neighborhoods not near anchor institutions 
5. Excavations that affect only the top layer of the street, (e.g. no trenching). 



 

Source: “Technical Guide to Dig Once Policies”, ctc technology & energy 
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In reviewing the policies and practices of other agencies, some common practices have become apparent. An 
early part of any successful “Dig Once” policy is to identify the primary users that would benefit from underground 
optical fiber infrastructure and develop a backbone network serving these users. These would be users 
depending on large volume broadband bandwidth that can justify the initial start-up costs of developing a 
network. In several locations, this was tied to development to provide the necessary funding. 

A fairly well developed set of standard, construction specifications and plan details characterize nearly all “Dig 
Once” policies. Construction requirements should not only consider conduit but also all of the associated 
infrastructure including access boxes, bends in the conduit, the specific alignment and location of underground 
infrastructure, separation from other underground infrastructure and trying to anticipate likely places where future 
users can conveniently connect to the pre-placed “dig once” facilities, see the illustration above. This can be 
quite a challenge. Attempts at trying to anticipate locations of future locations for driveways, water services, and 
sewer services have met with mixed success. 

Finally, there is the implied competition from existing aerial facilities as well as wireless services. Underground 
facilities need to be cost competitive with these other options. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

The Committee is requested to review and consider the information presented and advise staff how it wishes to 
proceed with the development of a “Dig Once” policy for the City of Fort Bragg. Should the next step be to 
develop a draft policy or continue research and investigation to further refine the topic? 

ATTACHMENTS: 

“Technical Guide to Dig Once Policies” 


